TOGETHER FOR SWEDEN
I believe in working together. Both the coronavirus pandemic and the war
in Ukraine have shown us that Sweden is stronger when we come together
and a face crisis as one country. During the pandemic, people changed their
everyday day life to protect the health of others. This year, a record numbers
of Swedes have applied to join the Home Guard and have demonstrated
that they are prepared to defend their country. And now, we are upgrading
Sweden’s total defence.
I want to strengthen Sweden. Just as we showed a unified front during the
pandemic, we can tackle the societal problems that weaken our country.
Serious crime and segregation are damaging our communities. Our dependence on fossil fuels threatens both our climate and our security. And tax
money, that should be going to Swedish schools, health and elderly care, is
being extracted as profit by venture capitalists.
It doesn’t need to be this way. We are going to change this.

We will:
• Leave no stone unturned in our mission to crack down on crime
and end segregation.
• Fast track the green transition to create environmentally friendly jobs
and save the climate.
• Take back democratic control of the welfare system.
I will do all that is necessary to strengthen our country.
Because our Sweden can do better.
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OUR SWEDEN
CAN DO BETTER

COMBAT CRIME AND
END SEGREGATION

TAKE BACK DEMOCRATIC CONTROL
OF THE WELFARE SYSTEM

Society’s fight against crime must be relentless. All neighbourhoods
must be safe and the living conditions of those in the most vulne
rable areas must be improved. Everybody who can work must work.

There needs to be order in our schools, health and elderly care.
Employees must have good working conditions, and Sweden’s
population must be in control the welfare system they pay for
with their own tax money.

We will:
Tighten sentencing and improve the justice system. The police, prosecutors, and
courts must have both the staff and the means necessary to fight crime. There must
be tougher penalties for gang-related crime.
Stop gang recruitment. Society must intervene quickly and efficiently when young
people risk being drawn into criminality. Our youth must be able to attend good
schools and see their parents go to work. Sweden stands strong when everyone is a
part of and can contribute to society.
End segregation. Everyone has the same rights and responsibilities. Everyone should
be afforded the same opportunities to provide for themselves by working. We need
to increase access to high-quality education, meaningful leisure time, a first job and
a place to live, regardless of where you grow up.

We will:
Stop welfare from being plundered. Our tax money must go to the welfare system
– not be taken out as profit. The needs of the people must govern the welfare
system, not the needs of the market. Swedish schools need to prioritise children’s
knowledge, not the owner’s profits.
Improve the conditions of people working in welfare. Everyone who works in our
schools, health and elderly care must have good working conditions, decent salaries
and receive a pension that they can live on.
Improve the quality of welfare. Our schools, health and elderly care need more staff,
so that students can learn more, waiting times for healthcare services can be cut, and to
guarantee the safety of our elderly.

LEAD THE GREEN TRANSITION AND FAST
TRACK ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY JOBS
Sweden’s citizens cannot be dependent on rogue states to be
able to drive their cars or heat up their homes. By transforming our
industries and energy production, we will create a Sweden that’s
more secure, create new green jobs and reduce emissions.
We will:
Invest in green technology and end our dependency on oil. Investments that are
good for our environment will increase our country’s freedom, create jobs nationwide, and reduce emissions.
Support Swedish industry. Swedish industry must continue to be the best in the
world at navigating the green transition, creating new products and services, and
generating new green jobs.
Guarantee fair conditions. The green jobs of the future must come with fair condi
tions, Swedish salaries and bargaining agreements. Transformation opportunities need
to be good and everyone must have financial security in case of illness or unemployment. Those who have worked all of their lives must be able to live off their pensions.
It’s simply a matter of respect.

